
     The best ally for
making your cocktails.
     The best ally for

the right mix

Easy
Fast

Precise
Compact



Barty
is a compact system of

automated mixing  for making
your professional cocktails.

the right mix

Simplifies creativity
Accelerates service

Minimises spending
Suits every occasion
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Easy.
The perfect mix in one touch.

Given the extraordinary intelligence applied to
the machine and to its control system,

Barty is very easy to manage and to set up.
Its dedicated mobile app is easy and instant,

in just a few taps you get the desired result.
The perfect mix, your mix.

Many functions, no buttons:
Barty does it all by itself in one

tap on the device or tablet            
to access all its functions.



Fast.
Let it work, it will surprise you.

The latest generation processor and the
rapid hydraulic system inside the machine, allow to

achieve incredible results in a very short time.
Barty gives the time to think of new strategies and new recipes,

taking on the more mechanical and repetitive work phases.
Never stopping and without delays!

Barty prepares up to 300 drinks per hour,
each of the same standards of 

costs and quality.
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Precise.
It runs like clockwork.

Barty is precise and at the same time adapts to
you and your way of making drinks and cocktails.

Its flawless performance gives the mixologist time to focus
on creative presentations and surprising details, who this 

 way adds a touch of his exclusive style.

  

Barty guarantees the output as to the set
quantity and the perfect consumption

control, without wasting a drop.
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All trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
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30cm32cm

40cm

Compact.
Wherever it is, finds its space.

Barty is as big as a compact coffee machine
or a drink dispenser. In all situations, all

conditions it is at ease and finds its space.
Does not need space planning or installation.

It just needs energy source and your creativity
to do its best work.

Barty is the smallest device for 
automated mixing on the market.

Ultra-light body and very small dimensions
make it suitable for any kind of context.



bartymix.it



We don’t need, already have a barman in our team.
Barty is an ally, not a substitute.

It is intended to support the professionals in alcoholic and alcohol-free drinks 
making, and even more. Precise and reliable allows to boost, increase, and speed 

up the work performance of professional bartenders.

It’s so complicated, I’m not a professional.
You don’t need to be an expert or have a specific

knowledge for using Barty: its mobile app is simple and
intuitive, allowing to set up and manage it independently.

In addition, it stores personalised cocktails, monitors outputs,
provides consumption statistics.

In case it breaks down how do I proceed?
Barty is designed to reduce downtime caused by technical problems or faults: its intelligent

sensor system sends alerts directly to your app and shows display messages in case when
bottles replacement or cleaning is necessary. In the event of disrepair, it will be enough to fill  

out the request online to have a replacement in a short time.
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Please ask us...



This kind of devices are so space consuming.
With its dimensions 30 cm in length, 40 high and 32 wide,

Barty perfectly suits all occasions.
The bottles can be positioned in sight or hidden behind, and due

to its light weight of only 6 kg it can be easily transported 
everywhere to offer its best service on every occasion.

The devices make a few recipes.
His capabilities are inexhaustive: the app updates automatically the list of

available cocktails guided by the online Cookbook, always enriched with new
recipes and original preparations by high-level professionals from the

world of mixology.     
You can customise them or save your secret recipes in memory.

They will always be only yours.

...in addition.
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Born to surprise.
Barty was born from a challenge: does the perfect mixology exist?

The answer to it finds the project carried out by a team of high-level
engineers, thereafter improved following the considerations of hotel

managers and experienced international bartenders,  field-tested with the 
specific market research and analysis.

The intelligent technology within everyone’s reach, offers high and permanent 
quality, accurate and fast service
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30cm 32cm

40cm

30cm

Info display

Patented technology

Measuring system

Specific nozzles



Technical data.
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Tension 220 V AC

Consumption 8 W

Dimensions (LxWxH) 300x315x391.5 mm

Net weight 6 KG

Control system Mobile App for Android system
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Prototipia.
We invent smart objects and

integrated solutions to facilitate
working processes.

Prototipia is an innovative start-up founded by four curious intellects.
We study the market, analyse the critical points and develop IoT solutions 

prototypes. We sense the real needs of our potential customers and develop 
our projects with them and for them.

Accordingly, only the prototypes that have passed practice tests, enter the phase of 
serial production and commercialisation on the market. 

Highly qualified engineers
and developers,

who study and produce
innovative technologies for your business.

Giuseppe Digregorio
Information system development and data science,

hardware/software integration and application research

Fulvio Iavernaro
Business model development, 

finance and application research

Pierfrancesco Losito
Electronic control development,

firmware and hardware/software integration

Alberto De Leo
Marketing, communication and

commercial networks



the right mix

Prototipia S.r.l.
Italy 70132 Bari (BA)

Via Volga c/o Fiera del Levante
Pad. 129

info@bartymix.it
bartymix.it

Learn more


